INFORMATIONAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure

FROM: Tiffany Bohee
      Executive Director

SUBJECT: Informational Memorandum on the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition Letter Regarding the Golden State Warriors Mission Bay Event Center and Mixed-Use Development

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The San Francisco Bicycle Coalition has cc-ed the Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure ("Commission") on a letter to Mayor Lee regarding the Golden State Warriors ("GSW") Event Center and Mixed-Use Development Project ("GSW Project") in Mission Bay ("Letter"). A copy of the Letter is included as Exhibit A.

In the Letter, the Bicycle Coalition outlines its request to include adequate bicycle parking on the Block 29-32 project site, with at least 400 secure, off-site bicycle parking spaces for the event center and at least 108 secure, off-site spaces for the office and retail uses. In the Major Phase that the GSW have prepared for the GSW Project ("GSW Major Phase") the GSW have proposed to provide at least this amount of bicycle parking through secure permanent bicycle valets (300 bicycle spaces), secure temporary bicycle corrals (100 spaces), and additional on-site secure bicycle storage (111 spaces). The GSW are also working with OCII and City agencies, including SFMTA, to incorporate additional design features to encourage bicycle ridership to and from the site, as discussed in more detail in the GSW Major Phase. The GSW Major Phase was provided to the Commission in a separate informational memorandum.

(Originated by Catherine Reilly, Project Manager)

Tiffany Bohee
Executive Director

Exhibit A: San Francisco Bicycle Coalition Letter